
HOW TO WRITE ARTICLES FOR THE WEB

How do you write web content that entices people to buy from you? In newspaper articles the most newsworthy
information comes first before details and.

No experience necessary. The reader clicked the title because they thought it sounded interesting; if they leave
the article after reading your thesis, then it means you mistitled your post click-baiter! Intro Anecdote Start
with an experience from your own life. Your web visitors are hunting for information or products. Journalists
call this way of writing the inverted pyramid. Tie the personal story to the thesis by writing a sweeping
statement with broad application. Write for scanners How many people read web pages? Their content
includes articles, photoshops, infographics and videos. Completely wrong. Just like the panther makes a fast
decision whether to follow a scent trail or not, your web visitor decides quickly whether your site is useful or
not. It helped me. Take your pick. My hope is that it will help new writers take the leap as I did. As Pablo
Picasso said: "Learn the rules like a pro so that you can break them like an artist. They want to find it quickly.
Each article must be well written, accurate, grammatically correct and original content. Step 1: Send them
your best outline for an article you would like to write along with your fee expectation. As an online magazine
based in the UK it covers the popular zeitgeist. Requires minor changes Approved. Or you may just want to
revise what you have as you proceed, retaining a nice conversational tone by directly addressing your
audience. Your contribution is not limited. This needs to be a research-backed argument. How will your post
help readers? We try to sound scientific, fancy or special. How can you write for scanners? There is a bonus
that runs in the design section also from time to time. Make your copy easy to read: Use short
paragraphsâ€”four sentences max Use short sentencesâ€”twelve on average Skip unnecessary words. If your
narrative goes on and on, or off in too many directions, break it down into key points indicated with subheads
as in this article. Conclusion Circle back to your beginning anecdote. The platform is simple and easy to use.
Their audience is diverse and all focused on providing excellent content for women. They treat their web
visitors just like readers of printed text. So keep your web copy as simple as possible. Be ready to mine your
life for ideas. I did. So there it is. In newspaper articles the most newsworthy information comes first before
details and background information.


